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SL2013sv: Shear-wave speeds in the Earth’s upper mantle

Model Construcion
• SL2013sv constrained by automated waveform inversion of surface, S and
muliple S waves (Lebedev et al, 2005)
• 3D reference model: modiﬁed Crust2 + 1D mantle
• Perturbaions in both the crust and mantle: resolving the crust is much more accurate
than crustal correcions

• Beyond ray theory:

approximate sensiivity kernels; a mode’s phase and its derivaives
computed by integraion over the kernels

• Rigorous outlier analysis: selecion of >500,000 most mutually consistent,
verical-component seismograms

• Signiﬁcantly improved resoluion: compared to other global models of only a few years
ago for a variety of features in the crust and upper mantle

Let: long verical cross secions through SL2013sv
which highlight both fast cratonic roots (A, B, C, D, F),
oceanic lithosphere (D, E, F), subducion zones (D, E),
and mantle hotspots (C). Close right top: eight cross
secions through normal mid ocean ridge segments
which demonstrate a triangular shaped low velocity
anomaly (red to black) corresponding to the region of
parial meling. The strength of the anomalies also
show a correlaion with spreading rate. Far right: Cross
secions through mid ocean ridges which show more
complex behaviour, either through interacion with
nearby ridge segments or hotspots. Close right botom:
eight cross secions through subducion zones showing
clear high-velocity oceanic lithosphere extending
through the upper mantle to the transiion zone. In all
cross secions, seismicity within 40 km laterally is
ploted as white circles.

Let: regionalizaion analysis of SL2013sv
(following method of Lekic et al, 2011) into 6
diﬀerent cluster types. Three oceanic
clusters divide the lithosphere based on
plate maturity, and three coninental
clusters divide regions into ancient cratonic,
PreCambrian and modiﬁed cratonic regions,
and Phanerozoic coninents. Top-right: 7842
binned 1D shear speed proﬁles extracted
from the triangular spaced model knots of
SL2013sv, which demonstrate the bulk
distribuion of shear velocity as a funcion of
depth in the upper mantle. Botom-right:
shear velocity histograms at ten depths in
the upper mantle and transiion zone,
represening cross secions of the binned
proﬁles above.

Comparison of Global Models
Let: comparison of nine global shear-wave
tomography models, ploted at seven depths
through the crust and upper mantle. At each
depth, perturbaions are ploted in per cent
with respect to the mean value for that model.
Min and max variaions are indicated beneath
each map. Colour scale saturaion is indicated
at let for each depth. Long wavelength
features are consistent across all models for
lithospheric depths (75-200 km), though
absolute amplitudes vary substanially. For
some models, strong correlaions for shorter
wavelength features (ie, several 100s of km) at
100-150 km depth can be seen (ex, SL2013sv,
DR2012, SEMum, LH2008, CUB). However, in
the deep upper mantle and transiion zone
(below 250 km depth), large disagreements remain between the diﬀerent
models. Right: RMS velocity perturbaion in per cent as a funcion of depth
for the nine models illustrated at let. In most cases, peak RMS values occur
at depths between 100 and 150 km. Below: comparison of regionalizaion
of SL2013sv and SEMum with past a priori regionalized models GTR1, RUM,
and 3SMAC. SL2013sv’s and SEMum’s regionalizaions share a number of
common features which diﬀer from the a priori regionalizaions, one
example being old oceanic lithosphere around the African coninent.
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Top and right: Local interstaion phase velocity analysis
of several staions in the central Paciﬁc. The in-situ esimates of azimuthal anisotropy are shown at right. We
can compare these esimates to the average values
extracted from the azimuthally anisotropic component
of the tomography model. We determine that the anisotropic model recovers approximately 80-90% of the
strength of azimuthal anistropy in the same region. The
larger amount of data enables a lower degree of regularizaion during inversion, preserving amplitudes in
regions where anisotropy varies smoothly.
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Seismic velocity structure and anisotropy in Tibet and Eastern Asia. Isotropic velocity
perturbaions extracted from SL2013sv. Azimuthal anisotropy is taken from courser
gridded inversino (350 km target spacing), and is represented by grey sicks, with
relaive size indicaing the strength of anisotropy. At shallow depths, rotaion of
azimuthal anisotropy around the eastern syntaxis of the India-Asia collision is clear,
and approximately east-west within the crust of the Tibetan Plateau. A clear bright
red low-velocity anomaly beneath the plateau is indicaive of the parially molten

crust, extending to 60 to 70km depth. At greater depths, anisotropy beneath India
rotates to align with its northeastward moion over the last 80 million years,
aligning perpendicular to the sea-ﬂoor age contours in the map, top let. Several
blue-purple high-velocity anomalies are associated with the cold cratonic
lithospheres of the Sichuan and Tarim Basins. Also evident is shallow-angle
subducion of cold fast Indian lithosphere, extending northwards beneath the
Tibetan Plateau.
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Maps of 2Ψ azimuthal anisotropy extracted from SL2013sv. Background grey colours indicate
the strength of anisotropy in percent from the reference model (reference velociies indicated
in cross secions at the top). Red sicks show the direcion of fast propagaion direcion, and the
length is scaled to the strength of anisotropy. In the inversion, the anisotropy is more strongly
smoothed than the isotropic velocity.
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Azimuthal anisotropy beneath western North America, a region with
dense staion coverage. At shallow
depths,
azimuthal
anisotropy
changes sharply transiioning from
the Paciﬁc Ocean plate onto tectonically acive western North America.
At greater depths, this transiion
moves eastward, and is associated
with reaching the stable coninental
interior of North America.
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Straiﬁcaion of azimuthal anisotropy in
the Paciﬁc Ocean, as has also been
observed in past studies. In the
lithosphere,
anisotropy
is
perpendicular to modern spreading
ridges in the young eastern Paciﬁc. In
the ancient western Paciﬁc, anisotropy
follows a diﬀerent patern, which
correlates
with
paleo-spreading
esimates computed from plate age. In
the asthenosphere, anisotropy is
parallel with modern day plate moions.
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